Abstract
Introduction
A major goal of software development is to develop high quality software in less time. Systematic reuse of software artifacts that encapsulate high quality development experience can help developers reduce the development time (Mili, Mili, Yacoub, & Addy, 2002; Pressman, 2005) . A common form of such reusable software artifacts is design patterns. A design pattern describes a family of solutions for a class of recurring design problems. Prevalent descriptions of design pattern (e.g., Buschmann, Meunier, Rohnert, Sommerlad, & Stal,1996; Gamma, Helm, Johnson, & Vlissides, 1995; Grand, 1999; Pree, 1995; Schmidt, Stal, Ronhert, & Buschmann, 2000) describe the pattern solution domain using a combination of diagrams and text. Such informal descriptions are useful for communicating design patterns. However, the nature of informal descriptions inhibits their use as a base for systematic use of patterns (e.g., tool development) in software development.
There have been many efforts to address this problem. These efforts can be categorized into two formal methods-based approaches and UML-based approaches. Formal methods-based approaches (e.g., Eden, 1999; Lano, Bicarregui, & Goldsack, 1996; Mikkonen, 1998; Taibi & Ngo, 2003 ) make use of formal specification techniques to specify design patterns. While these techniques have, by virtue of formalism, strong support for reasoning and verifying pattern properties, it is difficult for users who are not familiar with the formal techniques to use them. This contributes to the absence of widely accepted formal techniques. There have been recent efforts (e.g., Guennec, Sunye, & Jezequel, 2000; Lauder & Kent, 1998 , Mapelsden, Hosking, & Grundy, 2002 to specify design patterns using the unified modeling language (UML) (OMG, 2005) , a widely accepted modeling language. A major benefit of these approaches is that because of the wide acceptance of the UML, these approaches can be easily adopted. However, these approaches exhibit several limitations, such as high complexity in representation.
In this chapter, we present a UML-based pattern specification notation called role-based metamodeling language (RBML) (France, Kim, Ghosh, & Song, 2004; Kim, 2004 ) that specifies design patterns in a precise and concise manner. The RBML describes design patterns in terms of roles that define a specialization of the UML metamodel. The benefits of the RBML include:
•
The support for the model-level use of design patterns,
• The capability to capture various perspectives of design patterns,
The adoptability supported by the UML,
• The precise and concise representation of pattern properties,
• The rigorous notion of pattern conformance for UML models, and
• Its tool support that facilitates the systematic use of patterns in the development of UML models.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the role-based metamodeling approach and the notion of pattern roles. Section 3 describes the metamodel of the
A Role-Based Metamodeling Approach
The RBML is a UML-based pattern specification language that specifies the pattern solutions as a specialization of the UML metamodel. An RBML specification of the solution domain of a pattern is obtained by specializing the UML metamodel so that it defines only the models belonging to the solution domain. This is illustrated in Figure 1 . M1 and M2 in the figure denote the model-level and metamodel-level, respectively, in the UML infrastructure. UML models are defined at the M1 level and the UML metamodel is defined at the M2 level.
The RBML specifies patterns in terms of pattern roles where a role is played by UML model elements (e.g., classes, associations). A pattern role defines two types of constraints, metamodel-level constraints and constraint templates. Metamodel-level constraints are well-formedness rules that specialize the UML metamodel to restrict the type of model elements that can play the role. They can be represented either graphically or textually in the object constraint language (OCL) (Warmer & Kleppe, 2003) . Constraint templates are parameterized OCL expressions that define model-level constraints (e.g., invariants, pre-and postconditions). They are instantiated when model elements are bound to pattern roles. A model is said to conform to a pattern specification if the model has elements that can play the roles defined in the pattern specification.
Pattern Roles
The UML infrastructure is defined as a four-layer metamodel architecture: Level M3 defines a language for specifying metamodels, level M2 defines the UML metamodel, level M1
Figure 1. An overview of the approach
consists of UML models specified by the M2 metamodel, and level M0 consists of object configurations specified by the models at level M1. Pattern roles are defined at level M2 as a specialization of a UML metaclass. Figure 2 shows relationships between a pattern role and the UML infrastructure (OMG, 2005) where pattern roles are denoted by "|" symbol. Every pattern role has its base metaclass in the UML metamodel. For example, in the diagram the pattern role |MyRole has the Class metaclass as its base as indicated by the bold text label above the role name. The |MyRole defines a subset of instances of the Class metaclass by constraining the metaclass with metamodel-level constraints and constraint templates. For example, the following metamodellevel constraint self.isAbstract = true on the |MyRole defines the subset of instances of the Class whose members are only abstract classes. In the figure, the ClassA plays the MyRole role. This means that the ClassA is a member of the subset defined by MyRole, satisfying the constraints defined on the MyRole role. Pattern roles should not be confused with collaboration roles in the UML, which are played by objects. A collaboration role defines a subset of instances of a class at M1 level, and the member objects of the set at M0 can play the role. In the figure, |RoleA is a collaboration role that defines a subset of instances of ClassA, and it is played by an object objA that is an instance of the ClassA. The complete characteristics of pattern roles can be found in .
The Role-Based Metamodeling Language (RBML)
In this section, we describe the metamodel of the RBML and how the metamodel is related to the UML metamodel. We present the kernel and binding metamodel of the RBML and describe the notation of the RBML. 
RBML Metamodel
Every RBML specification is an instance of the RBML metamodel shown in Figure 3 , which defines the abstract syntax for RBML specifications. The metamodel stipulates that every pattern role must have a name, the base metaclass, and a realization multiplicity. A realization multiplicity is defined by the lowerbound and upperbound of the role. The default is 1 for the lowerbound and many (*) for the upperbound if not defined. A pattern role must have at least one metamodel-level constraint, and may have constraint templates. In the figure, the subclasses of the PatternRole class are the types of structural pattern roles that define specializations of their base in the UML metamodel. The instances (roles) of the RBML metaclasses are expressed in the UML notation, and thus observe the syntax of the UML. For example, an association role which is an instance of the AssociationRole class is expressed using the association notation in the UML, and is connected to two or more association end roles (OMG, 2001 ).
An exception in the notation is generalization roles and realization roles. These roles are expressed using the association notation to specify the reflectiveness of generalization and realization roles (Kim, 2004) which cannot be expressed using the generalization and realization notation in the UML. More will be discussed in Section 3.2 with an example.
A major benefit of the RBML is precision. The precision of the RBML specifications allows them to be used as compliance-check points in evaluating pattern conformance of UML models. Defining a rigorous notion of pattern conformance requires establishing a bridge between the RBML metamodel and the UML metamodel to access each other. Figure 4 shows the RBML binding metamodel that connects the two metamodels.
In the metamodel, the PatternRole class from the RBML kernel is used to access the RBML metamodel from the UML metamodel, and the Element class from the UML kernel is used to access the UML metamodel from the RBML metamodel. BoundInstance class is a metaclass Figure 3 . A partial RBML kernel whose instances are UML model elements bound to RBML roles. That is, bound elements are instances of the base UML metaclass of the roles. Binding class defines binding instances between RBML roles and bound UML elements. PatternElement class is a specialization of the base UML metaclass of a role defined by the metamodel-level constraints of the role. The followings are some of the well-formedness rules for the binding metamodel:
• A bound element must be an instance of the base metaclass of the role to which it was bound:
context BoundInstance inv:
• The number of elements bound to a role must satisfy the realization multiplicities associated with the role:
self.lower ≥ boundInstances() and self.upperBound() ≤ boundInstances()
The query boundInstances returns the number of bound elements of a role: • If a bound element is a generalization, the generalization must have the general and specific classifiers that can play the general and specific classifier roles of the generalization role to which it was bound:
These rules are enforced when evaluating the conformance of UML models to RBML pattern specifications. The RBML provides three types of pattern specifications to capture various perspectives of pattern properties:
• Static pattern specifications (SPSs): An SPS captures the structure of pattern participants and their properties in a class diagram view.
• Interaction pattern specifications (IPSs): An IPS captures the interaction behaviors of pattern participants in a sequence diagram view, specifying how they collaborate to implement the solutions. IPS participants are a subset of SPS participants, making IPSs dependent on the SPS. IPSs are useful for behavioral patterns (e.g., Visitor, Observer).
• StateMachine pattern specifications (SMPSs): An SMPS captures the state-based behaviors of a pattern participant in a statechart diagram view. SMPSs complement the capability of specifying local behaviors of pattern participants.
In the following subsections, we describe the notation of each of these.
Static Pattern Specifications (SPSs)
An SPS characterizes class diagram views of pattern solutions, specifying the structure of pattern participants. An SPS consists of structural roles (e.g., classifier role, relationship role) whose base is a structural metaclass (e.g., Classifier, Relationship) in the UML metamodel. SPS roles are associated with other roles in observation of the syntax of their base metaclass in the UML metamodel. For example, a classifier role is associated with other classifier roles by relationship roles.
Figure 5(a) shows an SPS that specifies the class diagrams belonging to the solution domain of a simplified Observer pattern. It should be noted that the SPS is based on a simplified Observer pattern for the sake of demonstration, and thus it does not necessarily conform to the Observer pattern in Gamma et al. book (1995) . The SPS characterizes class diagrams in which subjects are associated with one or more observers. Each subject can have one or more structural features (i.e., attributes) that play |SubjectState role (specified by the realization multiplicity 1..* next to the role name), and one or more behavioral features (i.e., operations) that play |Attach() and |Notify() roles. Each observer must have only one structural feature that plays |ObserverState role, and one behavioral feature that plays |Up-date() role. The roles in the SPS define subtypes (specializations) of their base class in the UML metamodel as shown in Figure 5 (b). The following are some of the OCL metamodel constraints defined on the SPS. • A class playing |Subject role must be concrete:
self.isAbstract = false
• An association-end playing |Sub role must have a multiplicity of 1..1:
self.lowerBound() = 1 and self.upperBound() = 1
This constraint should not be confused with the realization multiplicity shown next to the |Sub role in the diagram constraining how many association-ends can play the role.
• An association-end playing |Obs role must have a multiplicity of *:
self.lowerBound() = 0 and self.upperBound() = *
The SPS also has the following constraint templates defined:
• An operation playing |Attach role attaches an observer object to the subject object: These templates are instantiated when the mapping between the model elements and the roles that are played by the model elements is determined.
By enforcing the well-formedness rules defined on the binding metamodel in Figure 4 , the Observer SPS in Figure 5 (a) can be used as a checkpoint to evaluate the conformance of a class diagram to the structure of the Observer pattern. Figure 6 shows an example of a conforming class diagram to the Observer SPS. The class diagram in Figure 6 (b) describes a part of an enrollment system for the statistics of the enrollment in pie chart and bar chart.
In the figure, the dashed arrows show the mapping between model elements and the roles that they play. Given the mapping, the following are notable points in conformance.
• • The association end on Enrollment class can play |Sub role because its object multiplicity * satisfies the OCL metamodel-level constraint of the role that association ends playing the role must have an object multiplicity of 1..1. The association end on Chart class playing |Obs role is interpreted similarly.
• The three classes Chart, PieChart, and BarChart can play |Observer role because they have features playing the feature roles (|ObserverState, |Update) of the |Observer role. The three classes satisfy the realization multiplicity 1..* of the |Observer role.
The mapping between model elements and roles can be determined by the developer or found automatically with tool support. In our previous work (Kim & Lu, 2006) , we used logic programming to find mappings of UML class diagrams to SPSs. Figure 7 shows another example of an SPS for the Interpreter pattern (Gamma et al., 1995) . The Interpreter pattern is used to interpret expressions described in a simple language using a representation of the grammar of the language. A notable property in the SPS is the |ExpGeneralization role on |AbstractExpression role, expressed in the association notation. The |ExpGeneralization role characterizes the hierarchies of the abstract expression classes playing the |AbstractExpression role.
For example, Figure 8 shows a conforming generalization structure to the |ExpGeneraliza-tion and |AbstractExpression roles. In the figure, the two abstract classes RegularExpression and LiteralExpression play the |AbstractExpression role and the generalization relationship between the classes play the |ExpGeneralization role. The |ExpGeneralization role is inherited to |TerminalExpression and |NonTerminalExpression roles to capture the generalization structures of classes playing these roles.
From this example, one might think that we could have a generalization role on the Observer role in the Observer SPS in Figure 6 to characterize the generalization structures of observer classes. That is true. If we have the generalization role specified, the generalization relationships in the conforming class diagram in Figure 6 play the role. For the limitation of the space, the OCL metamodel-level constraints and constraint templates of the Interpreter SPS are not presented.
The Interpreter SPS is based on our interpretation of the description of the Interpreter pattern in Gamma et al., and thus a different SPS likely results from a different interpretation. It is not our intent in this work to develop complete or correct pattern specifications.
For structural patterns (e.g., Composite, Bridge), SPSs might be sufficient to capture the pattern properties. However, some patterns involve behavioral properties to be specified.
In the following section, we describe how interaction behaviors of pattern participants can be specified using IPSs.
Interaction Pattern Specifications (IPSs)
An IPS characterizes sequence diagram views of pattern solutions, specifying the interaction behaviors between pattern participants. An IPS consists of interaction roles (e.g., lifeline role, message role) whose base is an interaction metaclass (e.g., Lifeline, Message) in the UML metamodel. Roles in an IPS may be related to the roles in the SPS on which the IPS is based. That is, roles in the IPS have corresponding roles in the SPS. For example, a lifeline role is associated with a classifier role in the base SPS where a lifeline playing the lifeline role is an instance of a classifier playing the corresponding classifier role in the SPS. Similarly, a message role is associated with a behavioral feature role in the base SPS. For example, a message playing a message role specifies a call to an operation that plays the corresponding behavioral feature role in the SPS. We use the UML 2.0 sequence diagram notation for IPSs for a richer set of constructs, including constructs for packaging and referencing interactions.
Figure 9(a) shows an IPS that describes the interaction between a subject and its observers that takes place as a result of invoking the subject's notify operation. The notify behavior results in calls to update operations for each observer associated with the subject. Each observer then calls a GetState operation in the subject to obtain the update. The |Update message role in the SPS characterizes asynchronous calls to the operations that play the |Update behavioral role in the Observer SPS in Figure 5 (a). The |s:|Subject lifeline role characterizes instances of a subject class that plays the |Subject role in the Observer SPS.
The fragment and parameterized lifeline notation in UML 2.0 are used to capture the repetition of the calls to each observer. The repeat operator in the fragment is an RBML operator constraining the number of occurrences of the fragment to appear in a conforming sequence diagram. It should not be confused with the loop operator in the UML. Use of the loop operator in the IPS constrains that a conforming sequence diagram must have the loop operator.
NumOfObservers is a function that returns the number of observers linked to the subject lifeline playing the |s:|Subject role. In this example, all the metamodel-level constraints are represented graphically in the diagram, and there are no constraint templates defined.
Formally, an IPS defines a specialized UML metamodel that specifies a family of sequence diagrams as shown in Figure 9 (b). For example, the interaction role |NotifyInteraction defines a specialization of the Interaction metaclass in the UML metamodel, and the lifeline role labeled |s:|Subject defines a specialization of the Lifeline metaclass.
A sequence diagram is said to conform to an IPS if the relative sequence of the messages playing the message roles in the IPS is the same as the message role sequence in the IPS. In the sequence diagram, the :Enrollment lifeline plays |s:|Subject role, and the other lifelines play |o[i]:|Observer role. There are three repetitions of update and getNumStud message pair in the sequence diagram between the enrollment subject and the chart observers. These repetitions are captured by the repeat fragment in the Observer IPS as indicated by dashed arrows. Figure 11 shows an IPS for the Interpreter pattern based on the SPS in Figure 7 . The IPS captures the behavior of interpreting an expression by interpreting each terminal and nonterminal subexpressions in the expression.
The IPS describes that a client requests a build operation on the context that contains the abstract tree of the expression being interpreted, and the context carries out the request by calling the interpret operation to each expression in the tree. If the expression is non-terminal, the expression itself plays the role of the context of its subexpressions and delegates the request to the subexpressions repeatedly until it reaches a terminal expression. This is specified by the repeat fragment in the figure. If the expression is terminal, then the request is carried out on the expression. The determination of non-terminal and terminal expressions is specified by or fragment which is an RBML operator constraining that a conforming sequence diagram must have either of the alternatives in the fragment. The or operator should not be confused with the alt operator in the UML 2.0. Use of the alt in the IPS requires presence of the alt operator in a conforming sequence diagram. The default multiplicity 1..* of the roles in the IPS is not shown.
While IPSs enables specifying interaction behaviors of pattern participants, some patterns (e.g., Iterator) involve participants that have local behaviors to be specified. In the following section, we describe how such local behaviors can be specified using SMPSs. 
StateMachine Pattern Specifications (SMPSs)
An SMPS characterizes statechart diagram views of pattern solutions, specifying the statebased behavior of pattern participants. An SMPS consists of statemachine roles (e.g., state role, transition role) whose base is a statemachine metaclass (e.g., State, Transition) in the UML metamodel. SMPS roles may be related to the roles in the SPS on which the SMPS is based. For example, invoking an operation playing a behavioral feature role in the base SPS may cause a call event that triggers a state transition.
Figure 12(a) shows an example of an SMPS for turnstyle systems, such as subway and library turnstyles. The SMPS describes the following:
• A turnstyle object enters a closed state when the object is created.
• The object in a closed state changes its state to an open state when the object receives a call event caused by an invocation of an operation that plays |MakePayment behavioral role in the base SPS (not shown). This is specified in the following OCL metamodellevel constraint:
A similar constraint template is defined for Pass role.
• The object in an open state changes its state to a closed state when a pay event is received.
• TransConforming transitions of T1 role must be extensible:
Figure 12. An SMPS and a partial view of the UML metamodel specialized by the SMPS
A similar constraint is defined for T2 and T3 roles.
• States playing Closed and Open must be simple and extensible:
context |Closed inv: isSimple = true and self.isFinal = false Similar constraints are defined for Open role.
The specialization of the UML metamodel defined by the Turnstyle SMPS is shown in Figure 12 (b). In the diagram, the state roles |Closed and |Open define specializations of the State metaclass, and the transition roles |T1 and |T2 define specializations of the Transition metaclass.
A statechart diagram is said to conform to an SMPS if the statechart diagram has the relative sequence of the transitions playing the transition roles in the SMPS is the same as the Figure 14 presents another example of an SMPS for specifying the local behavior of the iterator in the Iterator pattern (Gamma et al., 1995) . The SMPS is based on the Iterator SPS . The SMPS depicts the following behaviors:
• Initiating: When an iterator object is created, it enters to an initiating state. From this state, the object has two possible transitions depending on the event received: (1) staying at the current state when a call event triggering a T2 transition is received, or (2) changing to a forwarding state when a call event triggering a T3 is received.
• Forwarding: An iterator object in a forwarding state has three possible transitions:
(1) changing back to an initiating state when a call event triggering a T4 transition is received, or (2) staying at the current state when a call event triggering a T5 transition is received, or (3) changing to the final state, terminating the lifetime of the object, when a call event triggering a T6 transition is received.
The full specification of the Iterator SMPS including the OCL metamodel-level constraints, can be found in .
Tool Support
As an expression pattern language based on UML, the RBML has the advantage that it can be implemented in existing UML-based CASE tools. We have developed two RBML prototype tools, RBML-Pattern Instantiator (RBML-PI) (Kim & Whittle, 2005) and RBMLConformance Checker (RBML-CC) (Kim, 2005b) , based on Rational Rose, a popular UML modeling tool from IBM. These tools are developed in C++ as add-ins to Rose.
RBML-PI generates a UML model from an RBML pattern specification as an instance of the pattern. It takes an SPS and a set of IPSs as input and generates an initial class diagram and sequence diagrams for an application. Developer may customize the pattern specification to generate a model that has a structure specific to the application being developed. For example, realization multiplicities of classifier roles can be constrained to generate a particular class structure in the model. The generated model is populated by naming the generated model elements specific to the application and defining other application-specific elements for the requirements. The current version of RBML-PI supports the repeat operator in IPSs. For example, if the repeat operator is defined in an IPS, RBML-PI instantiates the messages the number of times specified in condition of the repeat fragment until the condition is met. From a practical point of view, RBML-PI is especially useful in the domain of product line engineering. RBML-PI can be used to generate an initial design of a system in a product family by instantiating a product family specification capturing the commonalties of the family members. The generated model is then detailed with application-specific properties for the system being developed. Such a process will result in significant development time in modeling. The tool has been used in a case study to develop models of a library system and car rental system using the checkin-checkout (CICO) pattern [26] in the domain where items are checked in and out. Some properties (called variation points) of the RBML specification of the CICO pattern were customized for implementation of the pattern specific to the application domains. The two generated models had noticeably different structures with high complexity resulting from the variations given in the variation points. We felt that developing such models manually would be very complex and time consuming. The current version of RBML-PI requires users to have the minimal knowledge of the RBML to set variations. This limitation can be removed by proving a front-end interface to RBML specifications.
RBML-CC evaluates pattern conformance of a class diagram to an SPS. The SPS is decomposed into role blocks, where a role block consists of two classifier roles and one relationship role connecting the classifier roles. For example, an association role block consists of two classifier roles associated with an association role. Similarly, the class diagram is decomposed into model blocks consisting of two classifiers and one relationship. Every model block in the class diagram is evaluated for conformance to each role block in the SPS. A model block is said to conform to a role block if the model elements in the model block satisfy the metamodel-level constraints and constraint-templates defined on the roles in the role block. After all the role blocks have been evaluated to be conformed, the dependencies between role blocks are evaluated. An example of such dependencies is classifier roles that are shared by role blocks. If two role blocks share a classifier role, the model blocks conforming to these role blocks must have a shared class that plays the shared classifier role. After the role block dependencies are checked, the realization multiplicities of classifier roles are checked over the class diagram. When all the role blocks in the SPS are evaluated to be conformed, and the role block dependencies and the realization multiplicities of classifier roles are satisfied, the model is said to conform to the SPS. In development, RBML-CC can be used for checking the existence of a pattern in a model in the efforts to improve the model quality (e.g., model refactoring), or verifying the correct application of a pattern during model development. In general, such tasks are done manually, which is time consuming and error prone, and because of this, they are often not practiced. Tool support for these tasks will promote practice of the tasks, which consequently contributes to the improvement of the system quality. The tool has been used in a small case study using the Visitor pattern and a model of a toy system to verify the correct application of the Visitor pattern in the model. While this study was successful, the scalability of the tool was left as future work.
The development of the tools benefited from the UML syntax used as a base of the RBML in utilizing Rose for which:
• Rose is used to build RBML pattern specifications,
• the API provided by Rose is used to process RBML pattern specifications, and
• Rose maintains the consistency between generated diagrams from RBML-PI, for example, changes (e.g., adding a class) made to a generated class diagram are automatically reflected to related sequence diagrams (e.g., adding a corresponding lifeline).
Future Trends
Specifying design patterns has been an active research area since the introduction of the popular design patterns by Gamma et al. (1995) . By the notion of design patterns, they can be specified from two domains-pattern's problem domain and pattern's solution domain.
Specifying the problem domain of pattern focuses on capturing the properties of the problems addressed by the pattern, while specifying the solution domain of pattern focuses on capturing the properties of the solutions provided by the pattern.
There has been considerable work done on specifying the pattern solution domain. There are two mainstreams in this work. One is based on formal methods, and the other one is based on the UML. Formal-method based approaches use formal notations to specify the solution properties. A major advantage of these approaches is that the formal representation of pattern facilitates verification of and reasoning about pattern properties in pattern implementation. This is especially important when using patterns for the development of safety-critical or secure systems that requires high assurance. However, the downside is that the mathematical notation can make the tasks of creating and evolving the pattern specifications difficult for pattern authors, especially those who are not familiar with formalism. While, by virtue of formalism, there is strong tool support for the formal methods, there are only a few tools available that support the use of patterns.
UML-based approaches make use of the UML as a base. The earlier work in these approaches specified patterns at the model-level where a pattern is defined as a model that describes a typical solution of the pattern. Later work pointed out that, by the notion of design patterns, a pattern specification should describe not just a single solution, but a family of solutions belonging to the solution domain. Some researchers (e.g., France, Kim, Ghosh, & Song, 2004; Guennec, Sunye, & Jezequel, 2000) have proposed meta-modeling approaches, where a pattern is defined as a metamodel, defining a set of models. Major advantages of the UMLbased approaches are the high adoptability and the strong tool support from the popularity of the UML. In fact, many commercial UML tools (e.g., Rational Rose) support the use of design patterns in some ways, though they are limited. The downside is that by the inherent informal nature from the UML, these approaches cannot support formal verification or reasoning about the pattern properties.
In future research, we believe that combining approaches of the two mainstreams are viable. In the approaches, the UML can be used at the front-end and formal methods can be used as underlying representations of the UML front-end. This will promote the adoptability and reliability of the approaches, while hiding the details of complicated formal notations from the user. Also, the pattern features supported by commercial UML tools can be utilized. Another point to make is that most of the pattern specification work focus on mainly the static structural aspect of patterns. The future research should investigate more on how other aspects (e.g., behavioral aspect) of patterns can be specified.
The problem domain of a design pattern describes the problem context of the pattern where the pattern can be applied. While there has been much work on specifying the pattern solution domain, the same is not true for the pattern problem domain. The reason for this would be that the use of the pattern problem specification has not been paid much attention. One intuitive use of pattern problem specifications is to use them as compliance-check points to evaluate the pattern applicability of a model. In general, determining the pattern applicabil-ity of a model heavily relies on the designer's pattern knowledge and experience. Codified pattern specifications enable systematic evaluation of pattern conformance. A model that conforms to the problem specification of a pattern is a problem model that can be addressed by the pattern. Another use is to refactor models using design patterns, which is called pattern-based model refactoring . In pattern-based model refactoring, a pattern specification consists of three components; a problem specification, a solution specification, a set of refactoring rules. The refactoring rules describe how the elements in the problem specification can be refactored to the elements in the solution specification. Models that conform to the problem specification can automatically be refactored by applying the rules. These uses of problem specifications require a rigorous notion of pattern conformance to be defined beforehand.
Conclusion
We have presented the RBML that specifies design patterns in a precise and concise manner to support systematic use of design pattern in the development of UML models. The RBML has been used to specify the solution domain of the Abstract Factory, Abstract Method, Singleton, Adapter, Bridge, Composite, Decorator, Interpreter, Iterator, Observer, State, and Visitor pattern Kim, France, Ghosh, & Song, 2002; Kim, France, Ghosh, & Song, 2003a; Kim, France, Ghosh, & Song, 2003b; France, Kim, Ghosh, & Song, 2004 , Kim, 2004 and the problem domain of the Visitor, Abstract Factory, and Observer pattern (Khawand, 2006) from Gamma et al. (1995) and design patterns in the security domain (Kim & Gokhale, 2006 ) and a checkin-checkout (CICO) domain .
We found the three types (SPSs, IPSs, SMPSs) of pattern specifications are sufficient to specify the design patterns that have been studied in our work. We will investigate other types of pattern specifications as we encounter patterns that have properties that cannot be specified with these three types.
We have developed techniques for evaluating the conformance of a class diagram to a solution SPS of pattern using graph decomposition (Kim, 2005a (Kim, , 2005b and for finding pattern instances in a class diagram using a solution SPS of pattern by representing a class diagram as a logic program and a solution SPS as a query in Prolog (Kim & Lu, 2006) . These techniques support automatic finding of mappings from model elements to pattern roles.
Given an RBML pattern specification, one can loosen the constraints to include more models in the set of models characterized by the specification (generalization of an RBML specification) or tighten the constraints to exclude some models from the model set (specialization of an RBML specification). An RBML specification is a specialization (child) of another (parent) RBML specification if it further restricts the properties specified in the parent specification. A specialization of an RBML specification characterizes a subset of conforming models of its parent.
Specifying patterns at the UML metamodel level allows tool developers to build support for creating patterns and checking conformance to pattern specifications. This can be accomplished through interfaces that allow developers to access and specialize a tool's internal representation of the UML metamodel. This does not have to require direct modification of the internal metamodel. The specializations can be created and managed by a layer that sits on top of the UML metamodel layer in the tool. New generation of UML tools that allow software developers to specialize the UML metamodel in limited ways are emerging (e.g., Rational XDE). These tools are expected to mature to the point where users can define a pattern by specializing the metamodel, as described in the RBML.
The popularity of the UML and the heightened interest in model-driven approaches for software development has raised interest in model transformations. Techniques and tools that support systematic and rigorous application of design patterns through model transformations can ease to access and reuse design experience during software development. We are currently working on pattern-based model transformations using the RBML.
